ALX Rods Kayak Challenge
Regional specific Rules
A competitor MAY enter more than one ALX Rods Kayak Challenge (multiple states / regions)
Fish caught from a given State / region can only be submitted to the Challenge that covers that region
or state. THE SAME FISH MAY NOT BE SUBMITTED TO TWO DIFFERENT REGIONS. Only
one region will be accepted. When boarder waters are fished, Your GPS photo stamp, FROM THE
WATER will be used to determine the state or region and verify it to be submitted to the correct region.
PHOTO's not supported “definitively” by GPS DATA will be DENIED. Make sure your phone
location, time and date settings are ON.
Submitting the same fish to multiple regions will result in one photo being denied at the judges
discretion as to which region. All photos submitted by that angler will be reviewed and if it is
determined in the discretion of the judge that an intent to intentionally submit the same fish to more
than one region will be grounds for disqualification without refund.
Time Zones- a given region will be set to the Geographically Eastern most regions time zone via the
Tourney X system. ONLY FISH caught, photographed and submitted within the anglers LOCAL time
zone hours of competition will be verified. LOCAL TIME is your Hours of competition. PHOTOS
submitted before or after your LOCAL TIME ZONE hours of competition will be denied. FL anglers
operate on EST, where CA anglers operate on PST.
Any angler that intends to fish in more than one state or region is requested to photograph his fishing
license for the state submitted less personal identification information to the Tourney X system
In no case may an angler summit fish to a state or region that they do not possess a valid fishing
license. If a license verification is requested, but refused or not submitted to Tournament officials
within 24 hours that angler will be disqualified from the event or events entered.

